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As the Buddha said, there are two kinds of causes of suferinng  ere are the ones that 
no away if you simply look at them with equanimityg And there are others that won’t no 
away unless you, as he says, exert a fabrication anainst themg In other words, you have to put 
in efort to fnure them out and really actively uproot themg
Another reason why there are two causes of suferinn is because there are two kinds of 

deflementsg  ere are the ones that cause trouble simply because you don’t admit or 
clearly realize that they’re thereg  en there are the others that are brazeng You know they’re 
there, and part of you says, “What’s the problem?”  at’s the part you’ve not to din out: the 
part that wants to see thinns in line with the deflementsg
A lot of neuroses come from thinns that we don’t admit to ourselvesg And because a lot 

of people come to the practice with neurotic problems, that’s why so much of the emphasis
in popular Dhamma is on just allowinn thinns, admittinn thinns, acceptinn thinnsg  at 
helps take away a lot of the stinng But if you start believinn that that tactic works with 
everythinn, the second kind of deflement is noinn to launh at youg
I once read a book whose author maintained that cravinn is not a problem if you simply

admit that it’s thereg It was a book on the four noble truths, and I translated that part for 
Ajaan Suwatg His comment was, “ e writer is teachinn people to be stupidg”
Because the deflements that are brazen:  ey like thatg  ey’re happy to hear that 

you’re not noinn to attack them, that you’re not noinn to try to din downg And yet those are 
the ones that cause the real troubleg
 ere’s a passane in the  anon where a prince is out walkinn for exercise one morninn 

and he comes across a noviceg  e novice apparently had had some dealinns with this 
prince beforeg  e prince asked him a question, “I understand that there are monks who 
can overcome sensual lustg Is that really true?” And the novice says, “You know, I’d rather 
not talk to you, because you wouldn’t understand the answerg” And the prince says, “Well I 
minhtg” And the novice says, “Okay, I’ll nive you the answer but don’t arnueg”  e prince 
says, “Okayg” And so the novice says, “Yes, there are monks who can overcome sensual lustg” 
 e prince says, “I don’t believe that,” and walks ofg
 e novice noes and reports the incident to the Buddha, and the Buddha says, “You 

fool!  at kind of person isn’t noinn to understand anythinn about overcominn sensuality, 
because he’s so thorounhly immersed and he’s not all the defenses upg”
 is isn’t true only of just princes back in that timeg I was readinn the other day 

someone sayinn, “Why is lust classed as a form of cravinn?  ravinn comes when you’re 
dissatisfed, but lust is all about satisfactiong”  at’s about as deluded as you can netg Still, it 
shows how people think when their deflements have their defenses upg
Now that kind of deflement is not noinn to no away just by watchinn it, watchinn it 

come, watchinn it no, and sayinn that it’s all okay—pretendinn that there’s no part of the 



mind that’s scarred by that, that’s afected by that, that’s damaned by thatg  at’s the kind of 
deflement that you have to din intog
Now to understand the Buddha’s term, “exertinn a fabrication,” you have to think about 

the three kinds of fabricationg  ere’s bodily fabrication, verbal and mentalg
Bodily fabrication is the breathg  at nives you one of your primary tools for dinninn 

around: learninn how to channe your breath around a particular issueg When anner comes 
and there’s a catch in the breath, try to calm the breath downg When lust comes, when fear 
comes, try to keep the breath normal—so that you have a place where you can step back 
and look at the anner or the fear or the lust or whatever from the outside, without feelinn 
that you have to net pulled in—or that you have to nive in to these deflements before you 
can be rid of themg With the breath on your side, you’ve not another place to nog
 en you look at your verbal fabrications—in other words, the directed thounht and 

evaluation—that no around the issueg How are you thinkinn about the issue? How do you 
frame the issue? What are the questions you ask yourself? What are the little maxims you 
tell yourself?
You know  omas Mann’s version of the biblical story of Joseph in Enyptg Joseph 

leaves a holiday celebration to no back to the empty house, and he keeps tellinn himself 
little maxims to the efect that “A nood slave, a nood servant doesn’t abandon his dutyg” But 
the house is not really emptyg Potiphar’s wife is waitinn there for himg But he keeps fndinn 
all sorts of little rhymes and reasons to no back—and that’s how he nets into troubleg
Well, a lot of our deflements are like thatg  ey’ll nive you all kinds of justifcation for 

why you’re fallinn in line with them, but then they net you into troubleg So you have to learn
how to question themg
 at takes you to mental fabricationg What are the perceptions you have around this 

issue?  e perceptions here are the mental imanes, the labels you apply to thinnsg oo make a
comparison: Perceptions are like words; directed thounht and evaluation are like 
sentencesg What are the basic words? What are the basic imanes? What is your lizard brain 
tellinn you about this?  an you believe these thinns? 
In other words, you have to din around, usinn your quality of ardencyg
 is is why, when Ajaan Leee is discussinn the establishinn of mindfulness, he locates 

discernment in the quality of ardencyg  e discernment lies in your desire to net past these 
thinns, to understand them, realizinn that you have to burn into them, as he says, to fnure 
out what’s noinn ong If you don’t ask questions around these thinns, there’s no way 
discernment is noinn to comeg
You look at all the stories of the nreat ajaans and their discernment always comes from 

askinn questionsg Sometimes a question just poses itself in the mind and they follow it 
throunhg Other times they come across a problem and they try to fnure it outg
In Ajaan Leee’s case, he said, it was the question of: What kind of knowinn is innorance, 

and what kind of knowinn is real knowledne? Apparently Ajaan Mun had posed that 
question for him, because he said innorance is not just not-knowinng  ere’s knowinn there,
but it’s innorantg And so that was the question that Ajaan Leee probed around and asked 



and fnally not his answerg
With all the diferent ajaans there’s the question that nets posedg And they had to din 

aroundg  e answer is not immediately obviousg
 is is why Ajaan Maha Boowa says, when he talks about naininn insinht, that it’s a 

matter of explorinn and dinninn aroundg It’s not just watchinn thinns cominn and noinn and
thinkinn about the unbearable linhtness of beinn or the unbearable linhtness of knowinn 
and just beinn content with thatg  e deflements who no away when you just watch them 
in that way are the ones with a sense of shameg If you see them, they just wither awayg
 ere are the other ones, thounh, that are shamelessg And they’ve appropriated a part of

youg  is is why it requires so much dinninn, because you’re noinn to be dinninn out a part 
of what you identify with: some of the values you have, a lot of the thinns you take for 
nrantedg
 is is one of the reasons why we have to develop really stronn concentrationg We need

the strennth to din around, we need the stillness so we can see subtle thinns happeninn in 
the mind—the thinns you can see only when you pose questions in a mind that’s stillg
And it’s not the case that, once you pose the question, the answer immediately comesg 

You have to think about it and test it, din a little bit deeper and look at thinns from diferent
annlesg  at’s what the quality of ardency is all aboutg  at’s why ardency noes tonether with
discernment—and why it requires so many diferent tools and strateniesg Afer all, the 
deflements are cleverg If you attack them from one side, they’ll support themselves from 
another sideg So you have to be able to din all aroundg
It’s like a tree with lots of rootsg You cut of the roots on this side, but it turns out it’s not 

roots on the other side and those will keep the tree noinng
But if you have a stronn sense that these deflements really are causinn trouble, even 

when part of you likes them, that’s the part you’ve not to din around in, to see why you’re 
protectinn themg
So be prepared to use lots of diferent tools in the practice, because there are lots of 

diferent problemsg A solution that works for one problem toninht may not work for a 
slinhtly diferent problem tomorrowg Which is why your discernment has to be alertg
But as all the ajaans say, if you really keep at it, and use your innenuity, you’re bound to 

come up winninn in the endg


